It is proposed that asymptotically non-free gauge theories can be consistently interpreted as theories of composite gauge bosons. It is argued that when hidden local symmetry is introduced, masslessness and coupling universality of dynamically generated gauge bosons are ensured. To illustrate these ideas we take a four dimensional Grassmannian sigma model as an example and show that the model should be regarded as a cutoff theory and that there is a critical coupling at which the hidden local symmetry is restored. Propagator and vertex functions of the gauge field are calculated explicitly and existence of the massless pole is shown. The beta function determined from the Z factor of the dynamically generated gauge boson coincides with that of an asymptotic non-free elementary gauge theory. Using this theoretical machinery we construct a model in which asymptotic free and non-free gauge bosons coexist and their running couplings are related by a reciprocally proportional relation. §1. Introduction
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Recently it has been demonstrated that two different supersymmetric gauge theories have equivalent low energy physics, being connected by a dual transformation in which a weak coupling system of one theory is mapped to a strong coupling system of the other. 1) Duality connects two theories which have different gauge groups, where, of course, the number of gauge bosons and structure of their interaction are different. Then, there naturally arise questions concerning the way in which different theories are transformed into each other by duality and the dynamical origin of the dual gauge bosons. These are the question motivating this investigation.
The idea of dynamically generated gauge bosons has a long history, dating to Bjorken's proposal, 2) in which gauge bosons are considered to be generated as bound states of matter, fermions or bosons. Originally Bjorken argued that the gauge boson is a Nambu-Goldstone (NG) boson responsible for spontaneous breaking of the Lorentz invariance. Other people 3) -7) considered a model with a four-fermi vector-vector interaction and used fine-tuning to impose the massless ness of the generated vector bosons. However, the most critical assumption of those papers is that the interaction between matter is very strong, and massless vector bound states appear. It seems almost impossible to realize the appearance of exact massless bound states, and most authors had to be satisfied with an approximate gauge symmetry generation, where the mass of the vector bound states is very small compared with the relevant scale (the mass of relevant fermions, for example).
To summarize, although the appearance of vector bound states occurs quite often in many models, it is difficult to make these massless and realize universal coupling with other matter. These properties are characteristic of a gauge boson and an inevitable barrier against dynamical gauge bosons since a theorem 8) , 9) has shown that a system must possess gauge symmetry if there exists a massless particle with spin j ~ 1. Such a particle will never be generated unless gauge symmetry is built-in from the beginning into the Lagrangian. This has been a serious obstacle until the notion of hidden local symmetry came into play in the context of supergravity theory, a la the nonlinear sigma model 10), 11) (for a review see Ref. 12) ). With hidden local symmetry at hand it is known that in some 2-or 3-dimensional models, gauge fields associated with hidden local symmetry acquire their own kinetic terms via quantum effects, and the poles of the gauge bosons are developed dynamically. 13), 14) However, these attempts have not been successful in four dimensions within renormalizable theories: they can be generated only in cutoff theories, for example, cpn-l models or Nambu-Jona-Lasinio type models. In the following we shall see cutoff theories are sufficient for our goal.
Hidden gauge symmetry guarantees the appearance of dynamical gauge bosons, and in the low energy effective theory they behave in a manner similar to elementary gauge bosons. Then there arises a question as to how dynamical gauge bosons are discriminated from elementary ones. The answer is given by the compositeness condition and asymptotic non-free property. The idea of the compositeness condition at finite scale was first argued for the case of dynamical Higgs bosons. Bardeen, Hill and Lindner 15) proposed that divergence of the Yukawa coupling at high energy indicates that the Higgs bosons are bound states of some elementary fields. Compositeness of Higgs bosons is characterized by the vanishing of the corresponding kinetic term, namely, the vanishing of the wave-function renormalization factor, Z = 0, which is translated to the divergence of the Yukawa coupling y = 00 by rescaling of the Higgs fields.
A similar argument can be applied to dynamical gauge bosons. We can interpret the divergence of running gauge couplings at high energy scale A as a compositeness condition extended for gauge bosons. Usually in quantum field theories, gauge interactions are required to be asymptotically free. If this were not the case, they would become trivial theories because of the existence of the Landau singularity A L . We propose that asymptotic non-free gauge theories are not trivial, but rather that they are to be identified as theories of dynamical gauge bosons.
In this paper we present a concrete model in which dynamical gauge bosons are generated as composite vector states whose behavior is controlled by the hidden local symmetry. In §2 we investigate a simple example of an SU(Nf) / [SU(Nc) x SU(Nf -N c )] Grassmannian like model. We shall show how hidden gauge bosons are generated as composite states of NG fields and see how the gauge coupling runs asymptotically non-freely, until it diverges at A. Combining this model with an external gauge field, we investigate another model in §3 in which there are asymptotically free and non-free gauge groups. This model exhibits a sort of correspondence of strong-weak gauge couplings. A summary and future problems are presented in §4. §2. Compositeness condition of gauge theory
Hidden local symmetry
Let us explain the notion of hidden local symmetry briefly. A nonlinear sigma model with G / H-valued fields has a symmetry Gglobab which is realized nonlinearly. These scalar fields describe NG bosons associated with symmetry breaking from G to H. The G / H nonlinear sigma model is equivalent in classical theory to a linear sigma model which has a symmetry Gglobal X Hlocal. In the linear model there are G-valued scalar fields and gauge fields of the gauge group H. These gauge fields are auxiliary fields so they do not have their own kinetic terms and can be eliminated. In this sense one can say that the nonlinear sigma model has a hidden local symmetry which is results from the introduction of redundant variables. Such hidden symmetry is no more than redundancy at the classical level. However, once vector bound states are generated at the quantum level, they become independent fields. Thanks to this hidden gauge symmetry, dynamical gauge invariance is guaranteed exactly and masslessness and universality of the coupling is ensured without being affected by the theorem, 8), 9) which forbids existence of a massless vector boson when there is no gauge symmetry.
In order to see dynamical generation of gauge bosons we start from the 
We then obtain the following form:
(2·6)
From this Lagrangian we can obtain the original nonlinear sigma model without hidden local symmetry by fixing the gauge and imposing the constraint (2·4).
Dynamical gauge boson
We can show that the existence of the massless vector mode is accompanied by the restoration of SU(N f ) global X SU(Ne)hidden local symmetry, as in the abelian case, if there exists a region in which the perturbative treatment is possible. 16 The phase of the model is determined by the effective potential. Let us take the V.E.V.s of ¢ and ,\ as follows, to maintain SU(Ne)xSU(Nf -N e ) symmetry:
By substituting these into (2·1) the effective potential is given in the 11Nf approximation as
(2·11)
.) This assumption is justified, as we shall show later that the generated gauge boson interacts weakly in the low energy region.
This potential coincides with that of the CpN-1 model 12), 17) within this approximation, and the ground state is determined by the equations
Here we introduce a cutoff A to define the integration in (2·12), which is rewritten as
where
Wr is a redefined coupling at the renormalization point fL. If the dimension is less than four, Wn Wcr and f remain finite in the limit A ----+ 00, i.e., the theory is renormal- We calculate the Feynman diagrams (Figs. 1",3) which contribute to the leading order terms of expansion with respect to Nci N f. The divergent part of the vertex functions are given by*)
.) Throughout this paper we use a dimensional regularization method in order to preserve the hidden gauge invariance. We then replace the regularization parameter 1/ E with cutoff In A and they are substituted into the effective Lagrangian with Z factors,
A2 AB
The Z factors in (2·21) are dependent on A, and we redefine the field ArJL so as to normalize the gauge kinetic term in (2'21):
Then the renormalized coupling is determined as
which confirms the universality of the coupling. It must be noted that the Z factors vanish at J-t = A. This implies that the dynamically generated kinetic and interaction terms in (2·21) disappear. We call this the compositeness condition at the cutoff A.
In conventional normalization we always take Z(J-t) = 1 at any scale J-t to normalize the kinetic term. This, in turn, indicates that the running coupling 9r in (2·24) becomes infinity at scale A, implying that the theory is an asymptotically nonfree gauge theory. The beta function obtained from (2·24) properly reflects this asymptotic non-free behavior,
Compositeness condition
It is easy to confirm that the beta function (2·25) of the composite theory coincides with that of the elementary theory (the low energy theory with elementary gauge field),
in the Nc/Nf expansion. With this approximation, the first term in (2·27) dominates (the beta function is positive) and displays asymptotically non-free character. As is well known, an asymptotically non-free gauge theory necessarily has a Landau singularity at the point A L , where the running coupling blows up and is thought to be meaningless as a field theory. But as discussed in the previous section this singularity can be interpreted as Z = 0 at AL in the composite theory. This AL is nothing but the cutoff of the nonlinear sigma model, where the kinetic as well as self-coupling terms of AJL disappear and the gauge field loses its identity as an elementary particle. The asymptotically non-free scalar gauge theory (2·26) can be regarded as a dynamically generated gauge theory.
It is indeed always true that a positive beta function of the composite theory appears in the leading order of Nc/Nf. However, once one proceeds to the next order, contributions from non-abelian interactions (the second term in (2·27)) cannot be neglected. Although calculation of next order terms is quite difficult, we may estimate them from the elementary theory using a usual RGE technique. This situation is similar to the case of dynamical Higgs bosons, where we obtain the information of next order contributions coming from Higgs loops by looking at the coefficients of beta functions of the elementary theory. 18 ), 19) It should be noted that if the beta function becomes negative due to the next order terms, the theory does not satisfy the compositeness condition but is to be understood as an elementary gauge theory without cutoff. For this case, the N c / Nf expansion is no more applicable. §3. Strong-weak reciprocity
Model
In the previous section we established a consistent mechanism to generate a dynamical massless gauge boson. Its compositeness is characterized by the asymptotically non-free running coupling. In this section we would like to use this mechanism to construct a model which exhibits a feature of the strong-weak relationship.
The model we consider has two kinds of gauge fields; one has an asymptotically free coupling, and the other has an asymptotically non-free coupling. In the low energy region, the asymptotically non-free gauge boson has a weak coupling and behaves almost freely, so a perturbation theory in terms of this boson describes the dynamics of the model well, while the asymptotically free gauge boson has a divergent coupling, and its perturbative description becomes inadequate. On the other hand, in the high energy region, the asymptotically non-free gauge boson has a diverging coupling, reflecting its composite nature. Here, the perturbative method does not work well. In turn, the asymptotically free gauge boson behaves as a perturbative constituent. In this sense, the model provides an example in which two gauge fields coexist and give complementary descriptions of the dynamics; one works at low energy and the other works at high energy. Such a model is to be constructed below.
Constituents of the model are almost the same as those of the previous model. Dp,<p = 8p,¢ -iglAp,<p + ig2¢V w With these constituents, the model is defined by
where OiB (i = 1,2) is the BRST transformation for each gauge group. This model is similar to (2·26) except that the additional gauge field V il and its kinetic term are introduced from the beginning.
Renormalization group equations
The one-loop beta functions of this model are given by
The particularly interesting situation is that in which g1 is asymptotically non-free and g2 is asymptotically free, i.e., in the region Nc < ( 
Setting a = g2 / 47T, this is rewritten as
where we take a(A) = 00. If b > 0, the gauge coupling is well-defined only in the lower energy region, JL < A, and 9 diverges as JL approaches A.
For a1 = gt! 47T and a2 = gV 47T we have There are three cases: boson provides a good description of the model at high energy.
In contrast to the above situation, as the scale comes down to A2, the situation is reversed. Now g2 runs to infinity. This is the case of so-called infrared slavery. The SU(Nf -N c ) gauge boson is strongly interacting and does not provide a good perturbative description. However, the SU(Nc) gauge boson is rather weakly interacting and then works as a perturbative constituent. The observed complementary role of the two gauge bosons and the reciprocal relation between the two couplings (3·8) may suggest a mechanism to understand duality. §4. Discussion
The idea of the dynamical generation of particles is not new; actually Bardeen, Hill and Lindner 15) predicted the existence of dynamical Higgs whose Yukawa coupling diverges at some high energy scale A. However, dynamical gauge bosons have long been thought to be quite different. because of the existence of gauge symmetry.
By investigating a Grassmannian-like model in which a non-abelian gauge group is included, we have observed that the dynamical gauge boson appears to be asymptotically non-free. Masslessness and coupling universality of dynamically generated gauge bosons are ensured by virtue of the hidden local symmetry.
This indicates that asymptotically non-free gauge theories, which have been thought to be meaningless as field theories, are consistently interpreted as theories of composite gauge bosons. The beta function determined from the Z factor of the dynamically generated gauge boson turns out to coincide with that of the elementary but asymptotic non-free gauge boson.
Using this theoretical machinery we constructed a model in which asymptotically free and non-free gauge bosons coexist and their running couplings are related by a reciprocally proportional relation. One of the motivations of this work is to find a mechanism which relates dual gauge bosons. While in the model which we have constructed here, dual gauge bosons are not transformed with each other, but rather, they coexist. In this sense their relation is not literally a duality. However, so far as we are concerned with an effective theory in extremely low or high energy regions near the Ai, the system is governed by either of the coexisting gauge bosons. In this sense they play dual roles according to the relevant energy scale and the number of matter contents.
So long as we are concerned with a low energy effective theory, it is sufficient to deal with it within the framework of a cutoff theory. In this paper we found the connection between the low energy effective theory below A and the theory near A. Above this cutoff we may expect naturally that some new physics governs the system, and we may look for some insight into yet unknown physics above A using the compositeness conditions as a guide.
The present model does not possess supersymmetry in which fermions are automatically introduced. We should treat an anomaly, which is to be removed to realize the hidden local symmetry as a dynamical gauge symmetry. 20) This issue is postponed for future work.
Finally we would like to comment on the Berry phase,21) another approach to dynamical gauge bosons. It is a rather common phenomenon that a gauge field is induced in a quantum mechanical system which has redundant degrees of freedom. For example, in a molecule, electrons work as hidden degrees of freedom added to nuclei coordinates. Electronic degrees are integrated out by the Born-Oppenheimer approximation but leave an induced gauge field which influences motion of the nuclei. Induced gauge fields are found also in quantum mechanics of topologically nontrivial manifolds. 22) However such kinds of gauge fields are not dynamical but static configurations. Therefore it was expected that a mechanism to equip the induced gauge fields with their own dynamical degrees of freedom would be found. Kikkawa 23), 24) provided such a mechanism using field theory with extra compactified dimensions. His argument is quite different from the present approach, but it also seems interesting. We hope that the dynamical generation of gauge bosons using the notion of hidden local symmetry, together with the help of the Berry phase mechanism will provide some clues for the dynamical origin of duality.
